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Flow:
- Categories of Speech Enhancement methods
- Datasets
- Brief description, math and intuition of the implemented 

filters and examples
- Hypothesis

- Which method works best for which noise class?
- Which method works best for which SNR level?

- Intelligibility metrics and Observations
- Ongoing work



Speech Enhancement Techniques

           Signal Processing                Deep Learning



A. Spectral-Subtractive Algorithms
- Assuming additive noise to the signal:  y(n) = z(n) + s(n)

A. Statistical Model Based Algorithms
- Estimating the spectrum of clean signal using the statistical 

techniques

A. Subspace Algorithms
- Assuming the noisy signal can be decomposed as a direct sum of 

the subspaces containing the clean signal and the pure noise 



Real world dataset: NOIZEUS
30 audio samples + distorted to different degrees and different noise classes

Exhibition Car Airport

Babble Restaurant Station

Train

Street

SNR Ratios: A) 0 dB              B) 5 dB                  C) 10 dB                D) 15dB

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ez_M3vTg2VgqaV1qxMWJ60TwrhV9nm52/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1wY7Bn3ZdgV7rwb9jY6nDUodNPAtkTt9h/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1MvNWdtFTAy2FnYOz-SrNEAXZRtG83F6B/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1JH9BqxE0uPeNH0nRbJVRrwBufADbbIhI/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1D0jo4jivaWUgJa_B3nAgU6ndoSkSsi3n/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/12q2HNS3Ypgupi7z5d1abD2qJTj6WMj7V/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1pbdxHt4yEBJeIkAbTkerqzXsrdq3H6pB/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/104VQ_sMr2oNgtJIwYoQP071EfluxV-eW/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ih5UsBV2SRC2qCYXv6IyDIKYpYzh7op4/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1e9uQthhUGE4u4zjSkih5CT_mydMgO4d9/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1TjQ1NbzQueC3ICXA5vc6ZEd3o6iTMTP9/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ez_M3vTg2VgqaV1qxMWJ60TwrhV9nm52/view


Clean Audio Sample

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1nwsCpnKPJwRWCCBZS-jHIXm1ipoY9nGJ/view


Implemented Filters-

1. Wiener Filter
2. Kalman Filter
3. Spectral Subtraction (Over subtraction)
4. Bayesian MMSE Filter
5. Bayesian MMSE Log Filter



Wiener Filter
- The optimal linear complex spectral estimator which minimizes the 

expected mean squared error
- Constraint: Linear + time invariant



         Wiener Filter                                  Noisy Sample

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1j1cHRi3qqR92uSzabeHf3iqsYrIy1Jcj/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1NxA357vjXjJ_bpnc8LLFtcf1vGDcNrFN/view


Intuitions and Properties

- When SNR ratio is high, the filter does not provide noise reduction, 
that is, the noisy signal passes unaltered (hence no speech 
distortion).

- When SNR ratio is extremely low, the output of the Wiener filter is 
heavily attenuated, which provides undesirable distortion in the 
speech.

- Notice a tradeoff between no speech enhancement and 
undesirable speech distortion.



         Kalman Filter                                 Noisy Sample

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1cKoeelGCaxNcTInk9dpFAK_b_J1S0-Dw/view


         OverSubtraction                            Noisy Sample

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1_egd-BACuvC8kZCPNo528U8yIblXdQMF/view


Bayesian MMSE Filter                           Noisy Sample

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1fSACca9tw_bZBdXOlJWD5Oao11uCS7ff/view


Bayesian MMSE Log Filter                    Noisy Sample

http://drive.google.com/file/d/18gy8SNAZdqM3JutnuckYZqT71486VF3O/view


Filter performance (SNR) on noise classes-



Filter performance (SNR) on different SNR levels-



Observations on NOIZEUS

Notice their overall behaviours-

Kalman >~ Wiener > MMSE Log > MMSE > Spectral Subtraction

- Kalman filters works really well because the assumptions under 
which it is based are very realistic.

- Wiener Filter performs well on mid ranged SNR audios ie from range 
5 SNR to 10 SNR

- MMSE Log almost always performs better than MMSE as it’s an 
improvement on the previous one

-  Over Subtraction method does not perform well because of it’s 
extremely sensitive hyperparameters 



Intelligibility Metrics/ Voice Quality Test Algorithms

- PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality)
- STOI (Short Term Objective Intelligibility)
- MCD (mel-cepstral distortion)
- GPE (Gross Pitch Error)
- FFE (F0- Frame Error)



PePESQ Metric
Effect of filters on PESQ on audios of different SNR’s



PESQ Metric

Filter effects on PESQ on  different  noise classes   



MCD Metric

Effect of filters on MCD on audios of different SNR’s



Observations on the TTS Dataset

- Pretty bad :(
- Signal Processing Filters do not perform well on the TTS dataset unlike real 

world noise datasets
- Possible reasons: TTS dataset does not satisfy the assumptions of the filters

- Noise is not additive as NOIZEUS is created
- Can’t expect subspace decomposition
- Very subtle noise instead of coarse noise

Clean Audio Filtered Audio

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1lhK-sAhpGCs9LhlraowD-eFtXXmQoVma/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1oEnVdxiXPdeb57yArnwUqEomYCQe8HSX/view


Ongoing Work!!

- Testing out some more metrics!
- Deep Learning Methods on the TTS Dataset

- Facebook Denoiser
- RNN Noise

- How do our methods perform on the different types of noise on the TTS 
Dataset





Over subtraction [Berouti et al]
- Subtract an overestimate of the noise power spectrum, while 

preventing the spectral components from going below a preset 
minimum value 

- (α: Oversubtraction factor and β:Spectral floor parameter)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224738211_Enhancement_of_speech_corrupted_by_acoustic_noise


Kalman Filter (Linear Quadratic Estimation) [Orchisman]

- Recursive State Estimation technique
- Most optimal filter under these assumptions of normality
- Assume that noise is gaussian

xk = Fk xk-1 + Bk uk + wk where wk ~ N(0, Qk)

zk = Hk xk + vk where vk ~ N(0, Rk)

Appendix-

https://web.stanford.edu/~odas/Documents/thesis_KF.pdf


Bayesian MMSE Filter

- Optimal estimators that minimized the mean-square error between 
the estimated and true magnitude spectra- 



- Optimal estimators that minimized the mean-square error between 
the estimated and true log magnitude spectra-

Bayesian MMSE Log Filter


